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Artificial intelligence (AI) systems will most likely transform military
operations. This paper explores how AI systems may affect and be affected
by principal instruments for preparing and conducting military operations.
Therefore, the paper analyses and discusses AI in the context of strategy,
doctrine, plans, rules of engagement, and orders to situate opportunities,
challenges, and open questions as well as offer overarching observations.
The paper takes a broad angle of analysis that enables a general
examination of the issue based on new policies and technological
developments as well as the consideration of political, military, legal, and
ethical perspectives. Thereby, the paper provides insights and avenues to
advance further reflection, research, and policy-making on the appropriate
integration, management, and use of AI for military operations.
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Military operations are the essence of warfare. The introduction of military
applications of artificial intelligence (AI) will most likely transform the
preparation and conduct of military operations. AI can increasingly support
and replace humans for military tasks as they are becoming faster and
more accurate as well as able to consider more information and higher
levels of complexity. This may lead to an increased speed of military
operations and better military decision-making, ultimately offering armed
forces with performant AI significant advantages. The military use of AI may
indeed lead to another revolution in military affairs.1
AI can be used for various military purposes. In multi-dimensional
battlefields, AI technologies can be utilized as sensors, planners, and
fighters, or a combination thereof.2 More concretely, military applications of
AI can range from systems supporting intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance (ISR) to autonomous navigation and target recognition
systems.3 This can lead to diverse forms of interaction between military
staff and AI systems as well as various levels of delegation of military tasks
to AI systems. AI systems may assist commanders and soldiers in decisionmaking processes, unmanned AI systems may operate together with
manned systems, and AI systems may operate autonomously under minimal
human supervision, for instance.4 While currently only narrow and taskspecific AI exist,5 significant efforts for the development of artificial general
intelligence (AGI) – systems with an ability to reason across a wide range of
domains akin to that of the human mind - are underway.6 This is in line
with the continuous trend towards increased autonomy of AI systems.
Given AI’s particular characteristics and future applications, how will the
introduction of AI affect military operations? This paper explores this
question. To this end, the paper analyses how AI may affect and be
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affected by principal instruments for preparing and conducting military
operations. Therefore, the paper analyses and discusses AI in the context of
strategy, doctrine, plans, rules of engagement, and orders to situate
opportunities, challenges, and open questions as well as offer overarching
observations. The paper takes a broad angle of analysis which includes
aspects of, but is not limited to, military concepts such as force integration7
and command and control (C2).8 This enables a more general examination
of the issue based on new policies and technological developments as well
as the consideration of political, military, legal, and ethical perspectives.
Due to the only recent emergence of military AI, any analysis of future
military operations incorporating AI can only be tentative and based on the
premise that current challenges to the operationalization of AI with high
levels of autonomy will be overcome. Yet, in light of rapid technological
developments, this paper provides insights and avenues to advance further
reflection, research, and policy-making for properly integrating, managing,
and using AI for military operations.

Military operations serve states’ political and strategic objectives. Of the
three levels of warfare (strategic, operational, and tactical), military
strategy is the highest which can be described as the ‘orchestration of war’9
or the ‘direction of war’10. It provides the rationale for military operations,
lying between the political and military realms.11 In essence, military
strategy is a plan which connects the end goal with the ways to achieve
this goal. More specifically, military strategy can be defined as ‘the use of
armed forces to achieve the military objectives and by extension, the
political purpose of the war’12 or ‘the performance of both conceptual and
practical considerations for reaching the desired outcome in war, involving
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the organization, movement, and tactical, operational, and strategic use or
commitment of forces against a given enemy.’13 National security and
defence strategies can build overarching frameworks for military strategies,
and can oftentimes be found in white papers.14
States have not publicly communicated how they use or intend to use AI
for military strategy. Accordingly, an analysis of AI’s effects on military
strategy and vice versa must, at this stage, rely on defence white papers
and states’ strategies on AI. In general, while around 50 states have
published official AI strategies regarding the use, development, and
financing of AI in multiple sectors (notably the civilian and industry sectors)
in the past few years, these documents are generally not focused on, or
barely mention defence applications.15 However, most major military powers
have recently adopted national strategies related to military AI, indicating
that states have realised the strategic importance of military AI.
The U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) released an AI strategy in 2018,
which highlights areas of priority for development, determines how
development partnerships with civil society organizations should be
undertaken, and establishes a plan for generating policies regarding the
ethics of AI machines.16 The U.S. National Security Commission on AI issued
a report in 2021, presenting a national defence strategy related to AI.17 The
objective is to attain AI readiness by 2025, which implies ‘organizational
reforms, design innovative warfighting concepts, establish AI and digital
readiness performance goals, and define a joint warfighting network
architecture […]’18 as well as winning the ‘technology competition’.19
China’s 2019 Defence white paper speaks of the ‘informationization of
warfare’ and sets goals to modernize and ‘informationize’ its armed forces.
This modernization includes the development of AI capabilities.20 The
comprehensive AI strategy of 2017 (A Next Generation AI Development
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Strategy) briefly mentions the military domain, mainly focusing on the

necessity for civil-military integration in research and development (R&D).21
Russia has not published a policy on military AI so far but is actively
financing research in both the private and public sectors. In 2018, Russia
held a conference that produced ten policy recommendations (AI: Problems
and Solutions 2018), which form the unofficial basis for its AI strategy.22
The United Kingdom published a new defence white paper in March 2021,
which makes a few mentions of AI, but does not extend a clear strategy
regarding how AI will be used.23 The Ministry of Defence’s (MOD) Science
and Technology Strategy 2020, however, acknowledges that ‘to avoid ceding
strategic advantage by failing to integrate and use new capabilities, we
must resolve technology policy challenges and shape continually evolving
societal norms.’24 It also mentions that the MOD has established a Defence
Artificial Intelligence and Autonomy Unit and will publish a defence artificial
intelligence and autonomy strategy.25
France’s 2018 Villani Report merely states that ‘the increasing use of AI in
some sensitive areas such as […] in Defence (with the question of
autonomous weapons) raises a real society-wide debate and implies an
analysis of the issue of human responsibility.’26 Yet France’s AI for Defence
report highlights strategic advantages of the integration of AI in its armed
forces, such as speed in analysis and decision-making, optimization of
operational processes and logistics, and the increased protection of
soldiers,27 as well as categorizes machine learning as a main field for R&D.28
Other countries have published analyses and policies on AI, oftentimes
mentioning legal and ethical issues, but without offering insights on future
military strategy.29 Similar to states’ strategy documents, the European
Union’s Framework of ethical aspects of artificial intelligence, robotics and
related technologies encourages research in military-related AI fields and
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recognizes the importance of AI for the optimization of defence strategies
and capabilities.30
Since states’ defence strategies on or related to AI do not provide a clear
picture of how AI will influence military strategy, respective expectations
can be based on indications of potential future use of AI for strategic
decision-making. Examples of AI applications at the strategical level of
warfare are contributions to nuclear command, control, communications,
and intelligence (C3I) architectures; target acquisition, tracking, guidance
systems, and discrimination of missile and air defence systems; cyber
capabilities; and nuclear and non-nuclear missile delivery systems.31
Most importantly for military strategy, AI applications may assist decisionmakers to monitor the battlefield and develop scenarios. Indeed, AI could
be developed to predict the behaviour and reactions of foreign countries or
generate simulations of the progression of ongoing conflicts.32 AI may also
be useful to assess threats, provide risk analyses, and suggest courses of
action, ultimately guiding decision-makers on the best response to take.33 In
addition, AI may support the alignment of the armed forces’ ways and
means with the given political and strategic objectives - a major function of
military strategy. A consequence of such developments would be an
increased speed and quality of military processes. While this would provide
significant advantages to those states with the most performant AI,34 this
may also pressure armed forces to increasingly delegate the orchestration
of military operations to AI systems.35
Indeed, the use of AI for military strategy may also lead to challenges.
Reliable AI systems would need to be trained with vast data sets.36
Furthermore, it has been warned that AI may exacerbate threats, transform
their nature and characteristics, and introduce new security threats.37 A
tabletop exercise on the integration of AI into nuclear C2 systems showed
that such systems were ‘vulnerable to malicious manipulation that can
severely degrade strategic stability’,38 for instance. Such vulnerabilities
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would derive mostly from the risk posed by third actors using techniques to
deceive, disrupt or impair C2 systems,39 which indicates the importance of
system safety for AI to be used for military strategy.
Another significant challenge is that AI may accelerate the speed of warfare
to the extent that humans cease to be able to follow the developments,
ultimately leading humans to lose control. 40 This phenomenon has been
termed battlefield ‘singularity’ or ‘hyperwar’.41 This may lead to strategic
errors and accidents, including involuntary conflict escalation. Even if such
risks can be alleviated, the increased reliance on AI would reduce the
human element of military strategy, in particular psychology and human
judgment. It has been argued that this could lead to a ‘gap between how
the AI solves a problem framed by humans, and how those humans would
solve it if they possessed the AI’s speed, precision, and brainpower’.42 Yet it
has also been argued that strategy development would require the
understanding of values, the balance of costs, and the understanding of the
complex social system in which war operates, thereby significantly limiting
AI’s use for military strategy.43 Yet it is also possible that when enemies
possess high levels of rational prediction power provided by AI systems, the
decisive factor in warfare will not be the AI systems’ capabilities but the
human judgment, in particular concerning critical and difficult choices.44
This, however, presumes a certain level of meaningful human involvement.
In sum, AI may enhance military strategy development and strategic
decision-making, notably if able to process more data and make sense of
complexity with more precision and at a higher speed than humans and
simple computing. A likely result is an acceleration of military operations,
which may increase pressure on armed forces to integrate AI and may
marginalize human judgment. States’ recent adoption of defence strategies
on and related to AI indicate that states increasingly intend to develop,
acquire, and operationalize AI for military purposes. As such, the possession
and use of AI is a strategic objective itself. In light of secrecy around the
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development of new technologies, states’ investment in military AI can
become a strategic liability as it may increase the risk of destabilizing arms
races, misperceptions, and miscalculations.

Military doctrine further guides the preparation and execution of military
operations. Military doctrine can be defined as the ‘generally accepted
methods of performing military tasks and functions from an
institutionalized point of view.’45 As such, it represents ‘institutionalized
beliefs about what works in war and military operations’.46 Doctrine
generally contains three key elements, namely theory (what works and
what will lead to victory), authority (doctrine must be taken seriously), and
culture (who the organization and its members are).47 Accordingly, doctrine
answers ‘what the service perceives itself to be (‘who are we?’), what its
mission is (‘what do we do?’), how the mission is to be carried out (‘how do
we do that?’), [and] how the mission has been carried out in history (‘how
did we do that in the past?’)’.48 The U.S. Army Doctrine Primer describes
doctrine as consisting of fundamental principles, tactics, techniques, and
procedures, and terms and symbols.49
Given doctrine’s purpose and function, it will probably continue to be
created and revised by humans. Besides supporting the identification of
what has worked in the past, specific roles for AI may be limited to a
monitoring function regarding the alignment of armed forces’ processes
with their doctrine or for supporting evaluations of doctrine’s quality and
impact. To effectively inform military staff entrusted with defining doctrine,
this would likely require transparent and explainable approaches to AI, as
otherwise military staff would not be able to understand and take proper
decisions. Doctrine, however, has a significant role to set the fundamental
principles, values, and parameters for the use and interaction with AI. As
such, doctrine can inform (other) military directives50, which can contain
more specific guidelines on military processes and behaviour.
In response to AI’s particular characteristics, military doctrine is the
appropriate means to define how armed forces perceive, understand, and
value AI. Due to AI’s high levels of autonomy, armed forces may need to
specify whether AI is considered as a technical tool or rather as an agent. In
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this sense, doctrine can define if the armed forces perceive AI as simply a
mathematical, technical system, or rather a tool with cognitive abilities
which can act as an autonomous influencer.51 As a corollary and based on
doctrine’s function to shape armed forces’ culture, principles, and identity,
doctrine can define the value, place, and role of humans in the organization
and its processes. Since military operations and warfare remain endeavours
for human purposes in a human world, doctrine can specify what this
means. In this context, doctrines can also define values and principles on
human interaction with AI systems, including that AI needs to serve humans
and not the opposite.
Similarly, doctrine is the appropriate tool to define ethical standards for the
development, acquisition, and use of AI systems. As military doctrines are
drafted in accordance with international law and generally call upon
members of armed forces to respect international law, doctrine can also
define the modalities for AI systems and operators’ compliance with
international law. As such, doctrine is an important tool to impose
constraints regarding AI and human-machine teaming which apply across
services to all members of the armed forces. This can imply the general
need for meaningful human control of AI systems or the prohibition of the
delegation of certain functions to AI systems.
More specifically, doctrine can set the principles and parameters for the
integration of AI into organizational processes. For example, AI systems
working on the consolidation, prioritization, and framing of data are likely to
require revised military doctrine and guidelines on armed forces’ use and
collection of information.52 While systems whose tasks are limited to
observation would require limited doctrinal adjustments, systems that have
more ‘active’ tasks will likely necessitate more specific guidelines on
elements such as safeguards, degree of autonomy, and communication with
the operator as well as on their interaction with human forces, including
human-machine teaming.53 Furthermore, it has been argued that tactical
applications generally make rule-based decisions, whereas operational and
strategic decisions are often value-based. In this case, what type of
decision-making process is preferred at each level, and whether it should
be standardized among all systems are questions that should be explored
at the doctrinal level.54
To this date, the U.K. MOD Joint Doctrine on Unmanned Aircraft Systems is
the only publicly available military doctrine that addresses autonomy in
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military systems and is explicitly termed as doctrine. While the doctrine
principally addresses unmanned systems without AI, it does establish that
human control must be retained over autonomous weapons to guarantee
both oversight for risk mitigation and accountability.55 Further military
doctrines on or related to AI are likely to be developed based on policies on
the ethical use of AI.56 Indeed, several states and organizations have
recently adopted policies on the ethical use of military AI.
The U.S. DOD established five ethical principles for the development and
use of AI. Systems need to be responsible, equitable, traceable, reliable,
and governable. These principles further establish that the personnel of the
DOD must be responsible for the ‘development, deployment, and use’ of AI
systems, and thus must show a good level of (human) judgment. In
addition, the DOD explicitly stated that efforts must be made to minimize
bias in data on which AI operates.57 Furthermore, the U.S. DOD 2012 3000.09
Directive establishes the U.S. position regarding lethal autonomous
weapons. It defines lethal autonomous weapons systems (LAWS), identifies
three categories of intelligent weapon systems (autonomous, semiautonomous, and human-supervised autonomous systems), and sets
general boundaries for their actions as well as standards regarding the role
of human operators and legal reviews.58
Similarly, the EU Parliament adopted a report entitled Artificial Intelligence:
Questions of Interpretation and Application of International Law (Guidelines
on the civil and military use of AI) which, inter alia, discusses military
applications of AI.59 The report contains mandatory guidelines on the
development and use of various military AI applications by EU member
states as well as general conclusions. First and foremost, the report states
that AI cannot replace human decision-making or human responsibility. AI
technologies must also be human-centred, which implies that AI systems
must follow guidelines for human supervision. External independent audits
should further be periodically conducted on systems to check for risks.60
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Second, to be lawful, LAWS must be subjected to meaningful human
control. Humans must be enabled to intervene or stop actions by all AI
systems to comply with IHL.61 Third, AI technologies as well as their use and
management must at all times respect and comply with IHL, the Rome
Statute of the International Criminal Court, EU treaties, the EU
Commission’s White Paper on AI,62 and principles that include transparency,
precaution, distinction, non-discrimination, accountability, and
predictability.63 The EU’s AI Framework similarly calls for maintaining a
‘human-in-the-loop’ for all LAWS and calls to exclude LAWS that do not
allow for meaningful human control.64
In April 2021, the French Ethics Committee published an opinion on the
integration of LAWS and semi-autonomous weapons into the armed forces.
Although its contents have yet to be approved by the Minister for Defence,
it is indicative of potential future military doctrine. It reiterates the
importance for humans to retain a level of control over the lethal actions of
autonomous weapons and asserts that France will not develop nor use fully
autonomous weapons.65 The German Army Concepts and Capabilities
Development Centre has published a position paper on AI in land forces,
which discusses the advantages and applications of AI, but does not
represent an official view of the Federal Ministry of Defence.66 The paper
states that ‘the employment of LAWS is an undesirable and unintended
option.’67 Similarly, Australia published a report entitled A Method for
Ethical AI in Defence, which discusses ethical and legal considerations
related to military AI applications, but does not represent an official
position.68
To conclude, it is unlikely that AI will have a substantial function for
establishing military doctrine since it serves to define and regulate military
organizational issues and aspects of military operations which strongly
relate to beliefs, values, and identity. Yet because of this function, doctrine
has an important role to define armed forces’ fundamental relation to AI. In
particular, doctrine is appropriate for establishing in general terms for what
tasks AI will (not) be used, how AI will (not) be used, and how the
organization and its members perceive and value AI. Most importantly given
AI’s characteristics, doctrine can establish how humans can and should
interact with AI and what organizational culture should reign in this regard.
This can set the normative framework for further military directives and
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military procedures. States’ emerging ethical guidelines may serve as a
basis and be incorporated into military doctrines.

Produced in accordance with the respective military doctrine, military
operation or action plans are concepts and instructions to achieve military
objectives in line with the available means. Plans reflect the commander’s
intent and oftentimes include different courses of action (COA). A variety of
military planning and decision-making models exist. NATO’s Comprehensive
Operations Planning Directive (COPD) provides a good overview and
synthesis of various Western models.69 The Canadian Armed Forces, for
instance, follow six steps, namely initiation, orientation, concept
development, decision plan development, and plan review.70 According to a
general description, planning consists of ‘[p]lanning and scheduling the
detailed tasks required to accomplish the specified COA; [a]llocating tasks
to the diverse forces […]; [a]ssigning suitable locations and routes;
[e]stimating friendly and enemy battle losses (attrition); [and p]redicting
enemy actions or reactions.’71
While plans will certainly need to take into consideration the use of AI
systems for military operations, AI will most likely be employed for planning
itself. AI applications for or related to military planning are ISR systems,
proper planning tools, map generation robots, and threat assessment and
threat prediction tools.72 Further AI applications related to planning may
include big data-driven modelling and wargaming.73 The U.S. Army, for
instance, has developed a programme for its Military Decision Making
Process (MDMP) that takes a ‘high-level COA’ (namely a sketch of goals,
actions, and sequencing) and constructs a detailed COA based on this
overall sketch, to then test its feasibility.74 This suggests that AI may serve
various functions, from suggesting COA to deconstructing and testing them.
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Such AI applications will probably have strong ramifications on planning.
Planning military operations is a slow and burdensome process, which relies
on estimations of ‘outcomes, attrition, consumption of supplies, and enemy
reaction’.75 It involves understanding a given situation, time-space analysis,
and logistics concerns. Time and labour limitations restrict how many
options of plans can be explored.76 Moreover, prediction is arguably ‘one of
the most vexing tasks of the operational commander’.77 Provided that
sufficient quantity and quality of data can be made available, AI may excel
in prediction making both in quality and speed. Data analytics further
enables the processing of much more information than human computing,
eventually reducing the ‘fog of war’.78 As AI programmes can deconstruct
operations into specific tasks to then allocate resources accordingly,
predict enemy actions, and estimate risks, this would improve the general
speed and accuracy of decision-making.79 An increase in the number of COA
that can be considered would further allow a qualitative improvement of
planning processes.80
There are potential drawbacks to using AI for planning, however. Increased
speed of warfare due to faster AI-powered planning will arguably reduce
(re-)action time for decision-makers, which could impair the quality of
decisions.81 It has also been questioned if AI-powered planning would
‘encourage excessive fixation on analytical aspects of command, by the
book and by numbers, detracting from the intuitive, adaptive, art-like
aspects of military command decision making’.82 Commanders and other
military staff may also become dependent on technology, which could
render them vulnerable.83 A remaining challenge is to generate sufficient
and relevant data for AI planning systems to work properly and produce
meaningful results.84
Even if AI systems will execute planning tasks, it can be expected that AI
systems will assist and inform military staff yet not take proper decisions
based on such plans. Indeed, it has been argued that AI systems would
struggle to fulfil tasks related to command, such as setting goals, priorities,
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rules, and constraints. Human judgment would remain necessary for such
tasks. AI would rather execute controlling tasks,85 and eventually,
compensate cognitive biases of military staff with which it is partnered
with.86 Yet it is noteworthy that with new versions of C2 (partially)
incorporating AI, it has been questioned if it was clear who would have
decision-making authority across domains, what role humans would and
should have in such architecture, as well as whether technology would be
ready for such grand-scale development.87
With powerful AI systems for military planning, however, the distinction
between military planning and decision-making may become blurred.
Similar to the risk that humans may not be able to properly follow the
course of events due to the high speed of military operations, the increased
delegation of planning tasks to AI may lead commanders and planners to
not understand nor be able to retrace how the system has reached its
conclusions. Similarly, commanders could be overwhelmed by the task to
review numerous proposed plans or COA. AI-generated options may also
imply higher levels of complexity. Accordingly, AI could digest information
and feed only the most relevant elements to commanders.88 Yet this may
again lead to an overreliance on the system’s outputs. Powerful AI systems
would therefore need some levels of predictability and/or transparency.
In sum, compared to other military applications of AI, it is likely that AI will
have the most significant influence on planning, at least in the short to
medium term.89 As planning is very time and resource-intensive, AI systems
can lead to an increase in speed, precision, and quality. This may have
significant effects on military operations and warfare, as it has been argued
that the winner of the military competition is the one who works through
the loop of observation, orientation, decision, and action (OODA loop) the
fastest.90 A further ramification may be that the automatization of planning
leads to a (further) rationalization of military decision-making. Another
consequence is the need for less manpower.91 The need for fewer humans
for planning, however, must not necessarily mean a reduced need for
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human judgment for decision-making related to and based on military
plans.

To delineate the circumstances and limitations for the deployment of
military forces, armed forces issue rules of engagement (ROE).92 ROE may
take diverse forms, including execution orders, deployment orders,
operational plans, and standing directives. Independently of their form, they
provide authorisation for and/or limits on, inter alia, ‘the use of force, the
positioning and posturing of forces, and the employment of certain specific
capabilities.’93 ROE have common elements, such as their function and their
place in operational planning, as well as basic components.94 ROE are
generally ‘a mix of military and political policy requirements, [which] must
be bounded by extant international and domestic legal parameters.’95 As
such, their elements and components reflect a military operational, a legal,
and a political element.96 Generic ROE and template documents, such as
NATO’s MC362/197 and the Sanremo Handbook on ROE, can serve as a basis
or inspiration for ROE drafters, which usually are military legal advisers.
While ROE are generally not disseminated to all lower ranks, soldiers
oftentimes receive memory cards containing simplified, basic versions of
the ROE.98
ROE are part of a larger regulatory framework related to the deployment of
military forces and the use of force. As such, they interact with other types
of military directives, notably targeting and tactical directives. Targeting
directives provide specific instructions on targeting, including restrictions
on objects and minimization of collateral damage. Tactical directives are
‘orders directed either at the force as a whole or at specific types of units
or weapon systems, regulating either the conduct of specific types of
missions within the operation as a whole or restricting the use of specific
weapon systems during the conduct of the operation.’99 While ROE are not
indispensable, they allow to provide more specific and nuanced instructions
to units and their members.
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ROE are appropriate tools to determine how to use AI under which
conditions for specific contexts and missions. ROE – or related rules of
behaviour – may set the parameters for diverse military applications of AI,
thereby translating given political, military, legal, and ethical considerations
and limitations of documents at a higher echelon, such as doctrine or
international legal obligations, into concrete instructions. This can represent
a framework for action to be programmed into the AI system. For example,
ROE could determine a geographical zone or a certain list of potential tasks
for which systems are authorized to take action. Outside those limits, they
would not act on the processed information. Time checks or other limits,
such as pre-set permission to (not) engage specific targets, may also be
fixed by ROE.100 Similarly, ROE can foresee that a system needs to flag
unexpected events or issues. In this context, some have suggested that AI
may be able to choose which ROE to apply based on the environment or its
programmed mission.101
ROE can also define the interaction between humans and AI systems for
specific missions. In particular, ROE can establish how a commander or
operator needs to monitor and control the system during deployment. As
the need for human control may vary according to the specific task
attributed to an AI system and the respective context and operation, ROE
for AI can define the level of autonomy for certain types of operations or
phases thereof.102 ROE can further address or refer to other sources, such
as manuals and directives, on how to implement various forms of human
control, such as direct, share, or supervisory control.103 Importantly, ROE
may limit commanders’ or operators’ authority, which may force them to
refer up in the chain of command. This can be a significant role of ROE for
the human-machine teaming in military operations, notably when
confronted with unanticipated situations or issues for which the system or
its use had not been previously authorized.
ROE are particularly relevant when AI is used for or in relation to targeting
as this implies harming persons and objects. Notably if considered that AI
cannot incorporate ethical or contextual assessments into its decision
process,104 human control and judgment should be meaningful in the
context of decisions regarding the use of lethal force.105 While most publicly
available policies establish this principle, as described above, they do not
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specify its precise meaning. ROE and directives can fill this gap. To this end,
a code of conduct for operators of AI systems related to targeting or a
model of ROE for such systems could be established.106
While no autonomous weapons enabled to attack human targets without
prior human authorization tend to exist as of today,107 there is an overall
tendency towards more autonomous systems in the context of targeting.
Existing military applications related to targeting are target recognition
softwares, such as Super aEgis II which can detect explosives under
clothing108 and systems for target engagement.109 The U.S. AI-guided Long
Range Anti-Ship Missile (LRASM) is advertised as capable to autonomously
select and engage targets, even in GPS- and communications-denied
environments, such as deep-water and potentially outer space.110 An
important development was reported regarding a Turkish Kargu-2 drone
that allegedly has hunted down and subsequently engaged human targets
without authorization by a human operator in Libya in March 2020.111 This
may represent a significant precedent regarding the use of AI systems for
targeting with very limited human control.
Since ROE need to be managed, AI may assist competent authorities to
coordinate, implement, and eventually define ROE. Military, political, legal,
and ethical objectives and parameters need to be provided by military staff,
at least in the initial phase. As illustrated by NATO’s MC362/1 and the
Sanremo Handbook on ROE, the subsequent management of ROE is a
systematic and iterative process. This includes attributing specific authority
to the different levels of command as well as the monitoring of ROE
implementation and compliance. Over time, an AI system may learn to ease
frictions within and among ROE as well as provide efficiency gains for their
adaptation. For example, although international law’s material substance
may intrinsically require value-based judgment which should not be
delegated to AI systems, defining which rules need to be applied in which
situations is not an overly complicated rational process. To not alter the
substance of the existing legal framework, however, such function requires
that any AI application for the management of ROE cannot trespass
attributed authority.
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In sum, ROE can be a relevant tool to guide the use of military AI concretely
and practically. As such, it can complement and implement policies,
regulations, and guidelines at the higher echelon, thereby enabling the
transformation of military, political, legal, and ethical objectives and
principles into concrete action. This is notably relevant regarding humanmachine teaming as well as the definition and concretization of meaningful
human control and judgment related to AI systems in the context of
targeting. AI applications may further increase the quality and efficiency of
the management of ROE. While this may serve to assist military staff similar
to AI applications for military planning, the military staff would need to
keep effective oversight of the ROE’s substance, namely who or what
system gets to use force in which situations under which conditions.
Ensuring this oversight may become challenging if AI enables a broader
spectrum of more nuanced and more rapidly alternating ROE, however.

The most specific and concrete instrument for planning and executing
military operations are orders. NATO and the U.S. Army, for instance, define
order as ‘a communication that is written, oral, or by signal, which conveys
instructions from a superior to a subordinate.’112 While there are different
types of orders, 113 they are generally brief and specific. Orders can be
issued verbally, with graphics or plans, or with overlays.114 They must
comply with the law as well as guide military documents and instruments
at superior echelons. Another frequent term is that of command, which is
defined as ‘an order given by a commander, that is, the will of the
commander expressed to bring about a particular action.’115
Applied to AI, there will probably be no need for orders. Rather, instructions
from (military) staff to AI systems will take the form of the initial
development of the system, the programming of parameters regarding
mission objectives and constraints, and operators’ input during operations.
These forms of interaction between humans and the AI systems, however,
may fulfil the function traditionally attributed to orders. While the
development and operationalization of AI systems, notably machine
learning, have their particular challenges, experiences have shown that
machines are not inherently at risk to disobey commands.116 As human
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input during operations equals human control of the system, which is of
particular importance if a system can autonomously adapt its behaviour
according to proper learning, safeguards preventing systems from taking
action without required human input are now being developed. The US DOD
2012 3000.09 Directive, for instance, prescribes that LAWS must be
programmed in a way that prevents them from selecting and engaging
targets without prior human approval, especially in the event of lost
communication.117
Concrete forms of interaction between AI and operators continue to be
developed. A U.S. Army laboratory has designed a software that enables
robots to understand verbal instructions, execute tasks, and report back.118
Talking AI is now also being developed to enable verbal dialogue between
an operator and the system.119 Such interaction allows the system to ask its
operator for clarifications and to provide updates when tasks are
completed so that soldiers work with the most up-to-date information.120
Such applications may make it easier for military staff to work with AI. They
may also reduce its learning curve regarding the control of AI.121 Yet AI
applications may also support commanders in their task to give orders and
commands. AI may be used to improve the robustness and the tolerance
for errors of communication systems, which notably can make the
transmission of orders more secure.122
Although AI systems will probably not be entrusted with formally issuing
orders themselves, similar dynamics may arise nevertheless. For the
interaction between AI systems, orders are not necessary because systems
simply exchange information as part of a network of digital applications.
Regarding orders to military staff, it seems improbable that armed forces
would accept that AI systems give instructions to its members. Yet, as AI
systems are likely to make recommendations for action that serve as input
for human decision-making at an increasingly higher speed and complexity,
military staff may not question the recommendations, not have time to
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critically assess the recommendations, or simply not be able to understand
how the system has reached its conclusions. If they nonetheless base their
actions on the recommendations, such over-reliance on the system’s input
could mean that the system de facto issues orders to humans. It is also
possible that operators and soldiers at lower hierarchical levels who receive
instructions via information technology (IT) tools may not be able to know
whether a given order was created by a human or an AI system. To
preclude such results, military doctrines and (other) directives would need
to establish transparency regarding processes related to orders.
To conclude, it is likely that formal orders will be irrelevant for controlling
AI in military operations. Nevertheless, the traditional concepts of orders
and commands can be helpful to analyse, categorize, and develop future
interactions between AI systems and human operators. In this context, the
traditional distinction between the managerial approach and Auftragstaktik,
as developed by Carl von Clausewitz, suggests that human input to AI
systems, namely the development, programming, and operational control of
AI systems, could be categorized according to the level of discretion as to
the details of the execution of a task. Given AI’s qualities, it is reasonable to
assume that AI systems will be most valuable for armed forces when being
attributed high levels of autonomy, similar to Auftragstaktik. Direct human
input during operations may be very precise, however, resembling the
managerial approach.123 Most importantly, however, this reverts to the
fundamental issue of how much autonomy can be granted to AI systems, as
discussed in the chapters above.

At this stage, AI technologies and their military applications, as well as
respective policies, are only emerging. Yet the integration of AI into armed
forces will most likely transform the preparation and execution of military
operations. This paper has analysed how AI systems will most likely affect
and be affected by principal instruments for preparing and conducting
military operations. Overall, the introduction of AI for military operations
leads to a tension between AI influencing these instruments and these
instruments serving to properly manage military AI.
With regard to strategy, it can be expected that AI will be used for
developing strategies, similar to planning activities. The introduction of AI
applications throughout armed forces will likely also need to be considered
by military strategists, as the speed and complexities of military operations
may increase. Doctrine is an appropriate tool to define armed forces’
perception of AI as well as humans’ role regarding the use and control of AI,
thereby serving as a hook for institutional ethics, values, and identity. Given
doctrine’s purpose, AI will likely not have a major role in determining
doctrine. Yet the planning process will likely be heavily supported by AI
systems, which may lead to higher quality and speed of planning processes,
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eventually improving military decision-making. While AI can well support
the management of ROE, these are instruments that can serve to guide the
concrete authority attributed to AI systems and define human-machine
teaming for specific missions in line with superior guidelines such as
doctrine, (other) directives, and plans. Orders, however, are likely to
become irrelevant for the interaction between AI systems and humansystem interaction.
Overall, a recurring theme is the interaction between AI systems and
commanders, operators, and soldiers. Indeed, human control is a requisite
for the purposeful use of AI in a human world. Yet, human-machine
teaming remains subject to challenges. Many processes related to military
operations will still require human input. Moreover, it seems crucial that
military staff will be enabled to follow, understand, and keep appropriate
control of AI systems. This is not only an ethical and legal challenge but a
requisite to achieve effective enhancement of military operations through
the introduction of AI. Further reflections and research on AI and military
operations in general as well as on AI and strategy, doctrine, plans, ROE,
and orders, in particular, should therefore focus on the human-machine
interaction, as this remains the most pressing challenge of AI-enabled
warfare. This may serve to find and define an adequate balance between AI
influencing instruments for preparing and conducting military operations
and these instruments serving to properly manage military AI.
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